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First medical contact in patients with STEMI and its impact on time to diagnosis; an explorative cross-sectional study

Ingela Thylén, Maria Ericsson, Karin Hellström Ängerud, Rose-Marie Isaksson, Sofia Sederholm Lawesson, on behalf of the SymTime study group

ABSTRACT

Objective: It is unknown into what extent patients with ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) utilise a joint service number (Swedish Healthcare Direct, SHD) as first medical contact (FMC) instead of Emergency Medical Services (EMS) and how this impact time to diagnosis. We aimed to (1) describe patients’ FMC; (2) find explanatory factors influencing their FMC (ie, EMS and SHD) and (3) explore the time interval from symptom onset to diagnosis.

Setting: Multicentred study, Sweden.

Methods: Cross-sectional, enrolling patients with consecutive STEMI admitted within 24 h from admission.

Results: We included 109 women and 336 men (mean age 66±11 years). Although 83% arrived by ambulance to the hospital, just half of the patients (51%) called EMS as their FMC. Other utilised SHD (21%), contacted their primary healthcare centre (14%), or went directly to the emergency room (14%). Reasons for not contacting EMS were predominantly; (1) my transport mode was faster (40%), (2) did not consider myself sick enough (30%), and (3) it was easier to be driven or taking a taxi (25%). Predictors associated with contacting SHD as FMC were female gender (OR 1.92), higher education (OR 2.40), history of diabetes (OR 2.10), pain in throat/neck (OR 2.24) and pain intensity (OR 0.85). Predictors associated with contacting EMS as FMC were history of MI (OR 2.18), atrial fibrillation (OR 3.61), abdominal pain (OR 0.35) and believing the symptoms originating from the heart (OR 1.60). Symptom onset to diagnosis time was significantly longer when turning to the SHD instead of the EMS as FMC (1:59 vs 1:21 h, p<0.001).

Conclusions: Using other forms of contacts than EMS, significantly prolong delay times, and could adversely affect patient prognosis. Nevertheless, having the opportunity to call the SHD might also, in some instances, lower the threshold for taking contact with the healthcare system, and thus lowers the number that would otherwise have delayed even longer.

INTRODUCTION

It is well established that prompt diagnosis and treatment can reduce mortality, improve prognosis and reduce the duration of hospital stay in patients with ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI). Reperfusion therapy should be started as soon as possible, at the latest 90 min from first medical contact (FMC). However, the total ischaemic time, that is, between symptom onset and reperfusion therapy, is the most important factor to achieve the best possible outcome for the patient. Whatever choice of reperfusion therapy, patient decision time is crucial, but delay in seeking treatment for STEMI symptoms is still a problem, with pre-hospital delay times being constantly high over a 20-year observation period.

Studying and understanding pathways to diagnosis and treatment in patients with STEMI is vital for the development of successful interventions to encourage early actions by the patients. In Sweden, the general public has the opportunity to receive healthcare care advice via telephone, Internet or a self-care guide booklet, from a national service number (1177) provided by the county
councils and regions. However, it is unknown into what extent individuals utilise healthcare advice via telephone as an FMC instead of immediately contacting Emergency Medical Services (EMS) when falling ill in STEMI, and how such a decision will impact the time to diagnosis. We hypothesised that patients with STEMI turn to the EMS as the FMC in the acute phase, and that this action will shorten the time to diagnosis. Therefore, the aim of this multicentre study was to (1) describe patients’ FMC in the prehospital phase of an evolving STEMI; (2) find explanatory factors influencing their FMC (ie, EMS and Swedish Healthcare Direct, SHD) and (3) explore the time interval from symptoms to FMC and from FMC to diagnosis.

METHOD
Setting
In Sweden, with a population of 9.7 million people, there are 69 hospitals that care for patients with acute coronary artery disease (CAD), of which 28 have catheterisation laboratory facilities. All patients with suspected acute CAD are registered in the Swedish quality register SWEDEHEART. The annual number of hospitalized Swedish patients with acute myocardial infarction (MI) is about 19 000 patients, whereas approximately 4500 represent an STEMI. In 2013, primary percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) was the reperfusion therapy chosen in 93% of patients with STEMI getting reperfusion therapy. Thrombolysis is still used in areas with long transport distances such as the northern part of Sweden. All ambulances are staffed with nurses and have ECG facilities. When a patient with a suspected acute MI has contacted the EMS, having an ECG recorded is one of the first priorities. In order to interpret the ECG, have a diagnosis, and start prehospital treatment, a communication with the hospital is established.

The SHD service number was initiated 2003 and nationally completed 2013. It is staffed by advise nurses 24/7, to answer questions, determine the need for further care, and provide advice and/or contact with other healthcare agencies/ambulance services in a non-life-threatening situation. The service is built on a common quality-assured medical database. In this manner, the general public is assured consistent, uniform advice. Around 500 000 Swedes call SHD every month.

Study design
This Swedish multicentre study (SymTime) had a descriptive and comparative cross-sectional design of self-reported data. We enrolled participants from five hospitals in Sweden, all with catheterisation laboratory facilities and primary PCI enabled 24/7: two university hospitals (Umeå and Linköping) and three county hospitals (Luleå, Jönköping and Kalmar). The hospitals were selected by a diverged geographic location and type of hospital. Data were collected in the cardiac care unit (CCU) in each participating hospital during November 2012 to January 2014.

Ethical aspects
Permission for the study was obtained from the regional Ethical Review Board, Linköping, Sweden (D-nr 2012/201–31), and complied with the Declaration of Helsinki. Informed consent was obtained from all patients. They were informed by the staff nurse both in writing and verbally. Patients should be pain free and haemodynamically stable when they were asked to participate.

Participants and procedure
Eligible patients were designed to be consecutively included within 24 h after admittance. The following inclusion criteria were used: (1) diagnosed with STEMI, defined as ST-elevation on admission ECG and a diagnosis of acute MI at discharge according to ESC’s guidelines; (2) ability to fill in the questionnaire and (3) willing to participate. Patients having difficulties in reading and speaking Swedish were excluded from the study.

Data collection
Clinical variables
The staff nurse incharge obtained clinical data such as information on diagnosis, important time point measurements (eg, ECG and FMC) and comorbidities from the medical records.

Symptoms and prehospital actions
A previously validated self-administered questionnaire covering 35 items; including (1) baseline characteristics, (2) symptoms, (3) course of events including multiple time point measurements and (4) description of transport mode was used to access self-reported data from the patients with STEMI included in the study. This questionnaire was originally developed and tested in a Swedish chest pain population. Since the questionnaire was developed a decade ago, a new literature research and expert validation was made in collaboration with the original developer. Additionally, a pilot study (n=5) was carried out to test user-friendliness and content in the modified questionnaire. The pilot patients completed the questionnaire within 24 h after admittance and were also interviewed about how they perceived all the questions. The pilot study confirmed that user-friendliness and content were at a satisfactory level, with only clarifying when it was single versus multiple choices for each item. No changes to the questions were needed.

Statistical analysis
Patient delay time was defined as the interval between ‘time-of-onset-of-symptoms’ until ‘FMC’. ‘FMC’ was defined as the time point when contacting the primary
healthcare centre, SHD, EMS or emergency room (ER). System delay was defined as the interval between ‘FMC’ until ‘time to diagnosis’ (ie, ECG recording). We used frequencies and proportions to describe the history of patients’ characteristics, the sociodemographic, clinical and contextual variables, and their FMC. Continuous variables were reported as mean±SD or median (25th–75th centile) as appropriate. The sample was dichotomised into post-specified cut-offs for age based on the median in the sample (ie, <66 or ≥66 years old) to compare FMC by age. Likewise, we dichotomised the patient decision time using cut-offs of ≤1 h or >1 h to define a delayed patient decision time. This strategy was based on the data supporting maximum efficacy of reperfusion therapy given within 2 h of the onset of symptoms. In order to confirm that dichotomisation did not result in markedly different findings, we also ran these analyses using the continuous level data with similar results.

In the bivariate analyses, we used the χ² test and the two-tailed Student t test (or Mann-Whitney U test for non-normally distributed variables), to compare different characteristics with the participants’ FMC (ie, SHD or EMS) and to determine if there were any statistically significant differences between onset of symptoms and timespan to choice of FMC, and choice of FMC and timespan to diagnosis (ie, EMS compared with other FMC). Time measurements were available for 96% of the study population, therefore no sensitivity analyses were considered necessary.

Two separate hierarchical logistic regression models were used to determine sociodemographic (ie, age, gender, co-habiting status, educational level), comorbidities, clinical (ie, symptomatology, symptom burden, interpretation of symptoms, pain intensity) and contextual factors (ie, time of symptom onset, alone or not when falling ill) that was associated with choice of FMC (ie, SHD or EMS). Independent variables in the regression models were chosen based on results from bivariate analyses (p value <0.10 and after testing for multicollinearity), and clinical and theoretical relevance. All tests were two tailed and a p value <0.05 indicated statistical significance. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS software, V.22.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois, USA) for Windows.

RESULTS

Demographics and clinical variables
A total of 109 women and 336 men were included, mean age 66±11 years. A minority had previously experienced an MI (13%), nearly half of the participants suffered from hypertension (47%), 15% had diabetes, 5% atrial fibrillation, and 3% chronic heart failure. The majority experienced chest pain when falling ill (88%), while 98% experienced a combination of cardinal STEMI symptoms, that is, chest pain and/or radiating pain in the arms and/or cold sweat. The total symptom burden was 5.3±2.5 of the 18 possible symptom choices the patients were presented in the survey. Sample characteristics are presented in table 1.

First medical contact
In total, 227 patients (51%) turned to the EMS as their FMC, 21% utilised the SHD, while 14% chose to contact their primary healthcare centre, and 14% went directly to the ER. When comparing those turning to the SHD as FMC with all other patients, those were more often women (33% vs 22%, p<0.05), had a higher education (74% vs 58%, p<0.01), had more seldom a history of MI (5% vs 14%, p<0.05), experienced more often pain in throat/neck (33% vs 18%, p<0.01), did more seldom believe the symptoms originated from the heart (55% vs 69%, p<0.01), and rated their pain on the numeric rating scale (NRS) as less severe (6.2 vs 7.0, p<0.001).

Patients utilising the EMS had more frequently a history of MI (18% vs 7%, p<0.001), chronic heart failure (5% vs 1%, p<0.01) and atrial fibrillation (8% vs 2%, p<0.01). They more often experienced chest pain (91% vs 84%, p<0.01), radiating pain (63% vs 49%, p<0.01), numbness in the arms (36% vs 25%, p<0.01) and cold sweat (65% vs 55%, p<0.05). They interpreted the symptoms as originated from the heart more often (74% vs 59%, p<0.001), rated their pain as more severe on the NRS (7.2 vs 6.5, p<0.001), and had a higher symptom burden (5.6 vs 5.0, p<0.05). There were no significant differences with respect to age, co-habiting status, contextual factors (ie, time of symptom onset (time of day or weekday), alone or not when falling ill) and utilisation of the EMS or the SHD in the bivariate analyses.

Of the 445 patients with STEMI included in the study, 83% finally arrived at the hospital by ambulance (figure 1), but only 21% of those patients called themselves. Among the 17% self-transported patients, the reasons for this decision were predominantly (1) my transport mode was faster (40%), (2) did not consider myself sick enough (30%) and (3) it was easier to be driven or taking a taxi (25%).

Factors associated with the FMC
To determine variables that were independently associated with the FMC, two separate multiple logistic regression models were developed (ie, SHD and EMS). The probability of utilising healthcare advice via telephone was associated with female gender, having a higher education, a history of diabetes, experiencing pain in the throat/neck, and experiencing lower pain intensity (table 2).

With regard to the probability of contacting the EMS as FMC, those with a history of atrial fibrillation or MI, and believing that the symptoms were originating from the heart were more likely to call for an ambulance, while those having pain in their stomach were more likely not to do so (table 3). No sociodemographic or contextual factors were independently associated with the outcomes.

Time interval from symptom onset to FMC
Median delay time of the patients with STEMI was 1 h and 10 min (Q1, 0.30; Q3, 2.58), with 56% delaying ≥1 h from symptom onset to FMC. Those who turned to the EMS had the shortest delay time (median 57 min), while the corresponding time for those contacting the SHD was 1 h and 14 min (p=0.08). All time intervals are given in more detail in table 4.

Time interval from FMC to diagnosis
The system median delay time from FMC to diagnosis (ie, ECG) was 27 min (Q1, 0.15; Q3, 0.50). Patients turning to ER directly had the shortest time to diagnosis (median 11 min), while those contacting the SHD had a significantly longer time to diagnosis when compared with those contacting the EMS (45 vs 24 min, respectively, p<0.001). The choice of FMC and its impact on system delay times are given in more detail in table 4.

DISCUSSION
Much research attention has focused on describing reasons why patients delay and factors that are associated with the same.\textsuperscript{11} However, this body of research lacks detailed information on patients’ FMC and its impact on delay times. We found that only half of the patients turned to the EMS as their FMC. This is disappointing since the EMS is a critical component of the STEMI chain of survival.\textsuperscript{1} A rapid diagnosis with prehospital ECG and transfer to a primary PCI centre has recently been found to be associated with a reduction in total ischaemic times.\textsuperscript{12–14} In our study, as many as every fifth patient with an ongoing STEMI utilised the SHD for healthcare advice, instead of contacting the EMS as their first action. This is worrying; even though the patients were urged to call the EMS immediately after speaking with the advisement nurse—or the nurse themselves contacted the EMS—17% did not do so, and the time to diagnosis was nearly doubled for those hesitating to contact the EMS as their first action. Many non-callers...
reported that they did not think that their symptoms were severe enough to merit a drastic action such as calling the EMS or they believed that self-transport would be faster. These reasons for self-transportation have been described previously\textsuperscript{15} \textsuperscript{16} and is also in agreement with earlier Swedish research\textsuperscript{17} \textsuperscript{18}. Furthermore, our results showed that sociodemographic characteristics were significant determinants of the intention to use a telephone service, with women and higher educated individuals more frequently using the SHD compared

\begin{table}
\centering
\caption{Predictors of using SHD as FMC,\textsuperscript{*} n=426}
\begin{tabular}{lcccrr}
\toprule
\textbf{Variable} & \textbf{OR} & \textbf{95\% CI} & \textbf{p Value} & \textbf{R\textsuperscript{2} change} & \textbf{Total R\textsuperscript{2}} \\
\midrule
\textbf{Block 1: Sociodemographics} & & & & & 0.052 0.081 \\
Gender, female & 1.92 & 1.01 to 3.66 & 0.05 & & \\
Age & 0.99 & 0.96 to 1.01 & 0.35 & & \\
Marital status, co-habiting & 1.45 & 0.84 to 2.51 & 0.18 & & \\
Education, >9 years & 2.40 & 1.32 to 4.35 & 0.01 & & \\
\midrule
\textbf{Block 2: Comorbidities} & & & & & 0.080 0.124 \\
Diabetes & 2.10 & 1.06 to 4.16 & 0.03 & & \\
Myocardial infarction & 0.45 & 0.16 to 1.29 & 0.14 & & \\
Heart failure & 0.00 & 0.00 to 00 & 0.99 & & \\
\midrule
\textbf{Block 3: Symptomatology} & & & & & 0.120 0.186 \\
Chest pain & 0.88 & 0.40 to 1.95 & 0.76 & & \\
Pain in the neck/throat & 2.24 & 1.19 to 4.23 & 0.01 & & \\
Radiating pain in the arm(s) & 0.74 & 0.41 to 1.32 & 0.31 & & \\
Pain intensity, on the NRS & 0.85 & 0.75 to 0.97 & 0.01 & & \\
Symptom burden & 0.98 & 0.86 to 1.11 & 0.69 & & \\
Symptom interpretation, ie, from the heart & 0.72 & 0.42 to 1.23 & 0.23 & & \\
\midrule
\textbf{Block 4: Contextual factors} & & & & & 0.131 0.203 \\
Alone when falling ill & 0.58 & 0.31 to 1.09 & 0.09 & & \\
Falling ill during a weekend & 1.46 & 0.86 to 2.51 & 0.16 & & \\
Symptom onset, between 18:00–6:00 & 0.91 & 0.53 to 1.58 & 0.74 & & \\
\bottomrule
\end{tabular}
\small
\textsuperscript{*}Regression conducted using hierarchical logistic regression.
\small
\textsuperscript{5}FMC, first medical contact; NRS, numeric rating scale; SHD, Swedish Healthcare Direct.
\end{table}

\begin{table}
\centering
\caption{Predictors of using EMS as FMC,\textsuperscript{*} n=422}
\begin{tabular}{lcccrr}
\toprule
\textbf{Variable} & \textbf{OR} & \textbf{95\% CI} & \textbf{p Value} & \textbf{R\textsuperscript{2} change} & \textbf{Total R\textsuperscript{2}} \\
\midrule
\textbf{Block 1: Sociodemographics} & & & & & 0.008 0.010 \\
Gender, female & 0.64 & 0.37 to 1.10 & 0.11 & & \\
Age & 1.02 & 0.99 to 1.04 & 0.10 & & \\
Marital status, co-habiting & 1.09 & 0.71 to 1.67 & 0.70 & & \\
Education, >9 years & 0.92 & 0.59 to 1.45 & 0.73 & & \\
\midrule
\textbf{Block 2: Comorbidities} & & & & & 0.053 0.071 \\
Atrial fibrillation & 3.81 & 1.14 to 12.74 & 0.03 & & \\
Myocardial infarction & 2.18 & 1.03 to 4.62 & 0.04 & & \\
Heart failure & 3.52 & 0.36 to 34.54 & 0.28 & & \\
\midrule
\textbf{Block 3: Symptomatology} & & & & & 0.125 0.167 \\
Chest pain & 1.21 & 0.60 to 2.44 & 0.60 & & \\
Pain in the stomach & 0.35 & 0.14 to 0.87 & 0.02 & & \\
Radiating pain in the arm(s) & 1.53 & 0.94 to 2.47 & 0.08 & & \\
Cold sweat & 1.40 & 0.88 to 2.26 & 0.16 & & \\
Pain intensity, on the NRS & 1.10 & 0.99 to 1.24 & 0.08 & & \\
Symptom burden & 1.08 & 0.96 to 1.21 & 0.21 & & \\
Symptom interpretation, ie, from the heart & 1.60 & 1.02 to 2.52 & 0.04 & & \\
\midrule
\textbf{Block 4: Contextual factors} & & & & & 0.127 0.169 \\
Alone when falling ill & 1.08 & 0.66 to 1.74 & 0.77 & & \\
Falling ill during a weekend & 1.15 & 0.73 to 1.81 & 0.55 & & \\
Symptom onset, between 18:00–6:00 & 1.15 & 0.74 to 1.78 & 0.54 & & \\
\bottomrule
\end{tabular}
\small
\textsuperscript{*}Regression conducted using hierarchical logistic regression.
\small
\textsuperscript{5}EMS, Emergency Medical Services; FMC, first medical contact; NRS, numeric rating scale.
\end{table}
with their counterpart. Also others\textsuperscript{19} \textsuperscript{20} have found the usage of a public healthcare advice service being more prominent in women.

In Sweden, for one decade efforts have been done to educate the citizens about the possibility to contact an advisement nurse by telephone instead of seeking immediate care at the ER or general practitioner (GP) when being in need of healthcare advice for non-life-threatening symptoms. Also other countries have the same services, for example the National Health Service Choices that is the UK’s biggest health website.\textsuperscript{21}

However, the results from our study indicate that these efforts may have been ‘too successful’ when it comes to patients experiencing STEMI symptoms. On the contrary, we do not know which action the individual had chosen if this service not had been available. We can assume that it has been a shift from contacting the general practitioner (GP) to contact an advisement nurse instead. This assumption is strengthen by findings from a previous Swedish study on chest pain patients—conducted before the joint service number era—where the authors found that as many as one-third of the patients contacted their GP as their FMC.\textsuperscript{9} In our study the equivalent number was 14%. Perhaps the patient’s prehospital delay in our study should have been even longer without those possibilities to discuss symptoms and actions. Even though it is clearly stated in the SHD’s guidelines that “in case of emergency one should call the EMS instead of waiting for the nurse to answer the call,” a person who already is uncertain about the symptoms and wants to discuss them, would probably not do so. Reasons for discussing symptoms with healthcare professionals are likely to be cognitive (ie, beliefs about symptoms, eg, something is wrong/serious), the consequences of symptoms (eg, interference of symptoms with one’s ability to work), perceived inability to cope with symptoms (eg, persistence, failure of self-medicaton) or emotional (eg, anxiety, concern, need for reassurance).\textsuperscript{22}

Any effort must be made to keep the respective time intervals between the onset of symptoms and the beginning of reperfusion therapy as short as possible. Unfortunately, we found that too many patients still hesitate to immediately call the EMS, contributing to a delayed symptom-to-diagnosis interval of 38 min when comparing EMS and SHD as the patient’s first choice. More intense measures must therefore be taken to educate the public about the positive effects of an early and correct first action with an exclusive use of the EMS when suspecting an MI. Furthermore, our results also underline the necessity of even more specifying the targeted group when introducing a new healthcare provider (such as SHD) in a healthcare system. However, introducing a low-threshold number in the society might also, in some instances, increase STEMI awareness among patients who otherwise might have delayed even longer.

**Limitations**

This study has some limitations which may limit the generalisability of our results. First, it was an observational study and thus we can only report association rather

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Delay times from symptom onset to first medical contact (FMC), from FMC to diagnosis (ie, ECG), and total delay time, \(n=429\)}
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
& Median & 25th Centile & 75th Centile & \(p\) Value* \\
\hline
**Patient delay time** & & & & \\
Symptom onset to FMC & & & & \\
Emergency Medical Services & 0:57 & 0:25 & 1:44 & 0.08 \\
Swedish Healthcare Direct & 1:14 & 0:27 & 3:25 & 0.06 \\
Primary Healthcare Centre (direct) & 1:30 & 0:30 & 3:42 & <0.001 \\
Primary Healthcare Centre (telephone) & 3:57 & 1:22 & 27:54 & <0.001 \\
Emergency room & 2:33 & 1:06 & 5:45 & <0.001 \\
\hline
**System delay time** & & & & \\
FMC to diagnosis & & & & \\
Emergency Medical Services & 0:24 & 0:15 & 0:39 & <0.001 \\
Swedish Healthcare Direct & 0:45 & 0:26 & 1:15 & 0.11 \\
Primary Healthcare Centre (direct) & 0:37 & 0:11 & 1:17 & <0.001 \\
Primary Healthcare Centre (telephone) & 1:05 & 0:32 & 2:42 & <0.001 \\
Emergency room & 0:11 & 0:07 & 0:25 & <0.001 \\
\hline
**Total delay time** & & & & \\
Symptom onset to diagnosis & & & & \\
Emergency Medical Services & 1:21 & 0:54 & 2:33 & <0.001 \\
Swedish Healthcare Direct & 1:59 & 1:10 & 4:11 & <0.001 \\
Primary Healthcare Centre (direct) & 2:07 & 1:11 & 5:46 & <0.001 \\
Primary Healthcare Centre (telephone) & 5:02 & 1:58 & 29:33 & <0.001 \\
Emergency room & 2:44 & 1:32 & 6:48 & <0.001 \\
\hline
\textsuperscript{*}Comparison (Mann-Whitney U test) between Emergency Medical Services and all other first medical contacts.
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
than infer causation. Second, as the patient had to be pain free and haemodynamically stable before they could participate in the study, they could be included in the study within 24 h after admittance, and thus a possibility of recall bias in some cases cannot be excluded. Finally, the self-reported questionnaire used in this study is only available in Swedish, which can make comparisons with other studies difficult. Despite these limitations, this study offers a new insight into how FMC of patients with STEMI may contribute to treatment delay.

Conclusion

Although 83% of the patients with an evolving STEMI arrived by ambulance at the hospital, this study emphasises that just half of the patients called the EMS as their FMC. Instead, every fifth patient contacted an advice nurse by phone, causing a median difference of 21 min from FMC to diagnosis. Further research is required to examine the underlying factors that contribute to the variation in utilisation of these services. This will enable the development of future promotional campaigns that can target particular sections of the population to encourage use of telephone-based healthcare services only in a non-emergency situation. The general public must be taught that the symptoms connected with an evolving STEMI need not to be severe, and that a less severe pain is also a reason to contact the ambulance service instead of a telephone-based healthcare service.
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